Of interest is the Norwegian Armed Forces Forum website to be found at: www.fofo.no

Particularly, this link: www.fofo.no/GPS-feil+stanset+riving.b7C_xdjW3j.ips wherein is discussed the cessation of eLoran transmission in NW Europe and its ramifications.

**Loran-C closure**

Reported on 16 April following the outage of several GPS satellites in January, demolition plans in respect of Norwegian Loran-C stations have been cancelled, it is understood, as national security was in danger if the same GPS error was repeated with consequent loss of PNT facilities.

The article outlined the need for Loran-C signals to provide a terrestrial supporting system in the event of GPS outage.

Norway is said to be one of the world’s most digitized countries and if GPS fails, none of the systems contingent with radio and TV, telephones or Internet will be operable and with extreme consequences.

Establishment of a group known as Taviga and embracing Chronos Technology (UK) and UrsaNav (US), as experts on timing and navigation, is a possible way ahead providing commercial Loran-C in Europe, a topic under consideration in the United Kingdom.